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Abstract

Industry 5.0 is emerging while swarms of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are being integrated with

other swarms of CPSs and humans to work co-actively in collaborative and sustainable environments,

which leads to the development of cyber-physical-social-systems (CPSSs) by leveraging the insights

filtered from the passed experiences, i.e. Big Data (BD). With Industry 5.0, the borders between humans

and intelligent machines cannot be readily distinguished in the new decentralised world – what is created

by AI? What is produced by humans or what is built by both? The recent advances in the CPSs and

domains, cloud and edge platforms along with the advanced communication technologies are playing a

crucial role in connecting the globe more than ever, which is creating large volumes of data at astonishing

rates and a tsunami of computation within hyper-connectivity. Data analytic tools (e.g. ChatGPT, Gemini)

are evolving rapidly to harvest these explosive increasing data volumes. In this direction, this technical

report analyses the concept of BD, infrastructure of BD, BD analytics, and challenges in the processing

of BD and discusses practical solutions for these challenges toward Industry 5.0.

Index Terms

Big Data, Big Data Analytics, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Cyber-Physical-Social-Systems (CPSSs),

Industry 5.0, Internet of Everything (IoE), Cloud Platform, Edge/fog computing, Federated Learning (FL),

Collaborative Learning (CL).
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Fig. 1: Major sources of Big Data.

I. CONCEPTS OF BIG DATA (BD)

Humans and robots are bound to work co-actively in collaborative environments in Industry 5.0 to

produce value-added outcomes using intelligence obtained from the passed experiences, i.e. Big Data

(BD). Not only does Industry 5.0 aim to automate intelligent robots to work as a teamwork, but also

it aims to automate human and machines in a highly synergistic collaborative environment, enabling to

increased Quality of Products (QoP), Quality of Experiences (QoE), and Quality of Life (QoL).

Fig 1 demonstrates the major sources of BD. Fig 2 shows a glimpse at the data being created each

minute on the internet and it’s a breathtaking view of how the volume and variety of data keep accelerating,

showing no signs of slowing down [1] on distributed platforms. The world’s internet population is

growing significantly year by year; as of April 2022, the internet reaches 63% of the world’s population

representing 5 billion people - an 11% increase from January 2022 – over 93% were social media

users [1]. With increased digital consumption the world is creating massive amounts of data on a daily

basis [1]. IDC (a technology research firm) estimates that data has been constantly growing at a 50%
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Fig. 2: Data Never Sleeps 10.0: data being created each minute on the internet in 2013 and 2022 [1].
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increase each year, more than doubling every two years [2]. According to Statista, the total amount of

data predicted to be created, captured, copied and consumed globally in 2022 is 97 zettabytes, a number

projected to grow to 181 zettabytes by 2025 [1]. Digital ownership of high-fidelity virtual assets on

Web 3.0 is increasing exponentially, which is an indication that the economic value of the digital virtual

worlds using blockchain technologies and the metaverse will increase significantly in the years to come,

promising much further economic growth [3], leading to the generation of very large volumes of BD.

According to DOMO’s Data Never Sleeps 6.0 report, more than half the world’s web traffic comes from

smartphones, and it’s predicted that more than 6.1 billion people have access to a smartphone in 2020 [4].

We can safely conclude that more than 90% of the existing BD in the world has been generated in the

last several years. For some companies, like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, nearly the entire value of

the company lies in the analytic and predictive value of the voluminous data from their social networks;

Meta was worth more than double General Motors and Ford combined even though they manufacture no

products and sell no services in the traditional sense to their users [5]. Amazon and Pandora, use social

network data as important components of predictive engines aimed at selling products and services [5] to

targeted customers. The most recent BD created every minute by leading companies and everybody across

several industries, including tech, media, retail, financial services, travel, and social media is presented

in [1]. With such a large scale and variety of data, social network analysis becomes increasingly crucial

for classifying end users, predicting buying interests, foretelling event occurrences [105]. As in smart

domains, the data sharing between these companies is highly limited regarding privacy and security issues,

insufficient rules and regulations, which extremely reduce the chance of unfolding and gaining numerous

insights, and consequently, a tremendous amount of global economic wealth is unfortunately lost.

The main features of BD — 10 V’s are 1) velocity (i.e., the speed at which tremendous amounts

of data are being generated, collected and analysed), 2) volume (i.e., tremendous amounts of data are

being generated each minute), 3) value (i.e., worth of the data), 4) variety (i.e., different types of data

in different formats), 5) veracity (i.e., quality and trustworthiness of the data), 6) variability (i.e., a

multitude of data dimensions regarding multiple data types and sources), 7) validity (i.e., accuracy and

correctness regarding its intended use), 8) vulnerability (i.e., breaches and security concerns), 9) volatility

(i.e., required intervals for retrieval of information) and 10) visualisation (i.e., presentation in reasonable

response time).

Today, the world is connected more than ever and the “Business Intelligence (BI)” landscape enabling

improved and optimised decisions and performance by leveraging analytics software to transform data

into intelligence [6] is dominated by intelligent inferences acquired from BD using Business Analytics

that is the practice and art of bringing quantitative data to bear on decision-making [5]. The concept of BD
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has fundamentally changed the way organisations manage, analyse and leverage data in any industry [7].

Bigger data means more insights and better decision-making regarding its increasing power in representing

real-world cases better. For instance, big healthcare data has considerable potential to improve patient

outcomes, predict outbreaks of epidemics, gain valuable insights, avoid preventable diseases, reduce the

cost of healthcare delivery and improve the QoL in general [7]. The next level of business analytics,

now termed BI, refers to data visualisation and reporting for understanding “what happened and what is

happening” [5] and most importantly “what is going to happen”. Online retailers are rapidly adopting BD

analytics solutions, particularly predictive analytics aiming to foresee the market and customer needs [8].

The era of BD has attracted much attention and accelerated the use of BD analytics and new advanced

analytical tools and techniques (e.g. ChatGPT, Gemini) are on the rise to support innovation, promote

productivity, improve efficiency, and manage intelligent autonomous traffic on the global network, cloud

platforms, and smart domains from the perspective of transforming data into wiser formats (i.e., insights)

— information, knowledge and wisdom. Data is the uninterpreted raw quantities, characters, or symbols

collected, stored, and transmitted; “information” is a collection of interpreted, structured, or organised,

meaningful and useful for certain applications; “knowledge” is acquaintance or familiarity about facts,

truths, or principles gained through study or investigation; “wisdom” is sagacity, discernment, or insight

to know what’s true or right for making correct judgments, decisions, and actions [9]. Wisdom and

knowledge extraction and information harvesting on distributed platforms are the main developing and

promising subjects of doing business intelligently in today‘s business environment. However, there is chaos

in the effective and efficient management of the globally distributed knowledge and wisdom regarding

various cloud platforms, numerous smart domains, privacy and security concerns, and insufficient rules

and regulations. As a result, it is unlikely to create a synergistic environment in which the globally created

voluminous data and intelligence can be exploited effectively and efficiently benefiting the whole globe.

Building up a global synergistic intelligent infrastructure requires the orchestration of resources in a new

concept that can mitigate the chaos by generating, disseminating and acquiring desired insights from

globally generated voluminous data within Automation of Everything (AoE) and Internet of Everything

(IoE) using Advanced Insight Analytics (AIA). In this direction, this technical report analyses the concept

of ”Big Data” (BD), infrastructure of BD, BD analytics, and challenges in the processing of BD and it

discusses practical solutions for these challenges.

II. INFRASTRUCTURE OF BIG DATA: CLOUD AND EDGE/FOG/MEC PLATFORMS

The cloud platform with vertically expandable data storage and processing capabilities has the ad-

vantages for massive storage, heavy-duty computation, global coordination, and wide-area connectivity,
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while edge/fog, particularly Mobile-Edge Computing (MEC) [10] is useful for real-time processing, rapid

innovation, user-centric service, edge resource pooling [11] and decentralisation of datacenter computa-

tion [12]. The main cloud service providers are IBM, Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, Fiware and Google

providing an open public network connecting businesses, individuals, organisations, and governments all

around the world under an umbrella with Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)

and Software as a Service (SaaS) using the pay-per-use model. Each cloud platform is being expanded

with main distributed advanced data centres around the globe where each one contains tens of thousands,

in some cases, hundreds of thousands of servers called supercomputers using high-performance computing

systems and tens of thousands of high-bandwidth endpoints. Amazon EC2, Windows Azure and Google

Cloud Engine currently provide services from 16, 36 and 11 geo-distributed regions, respectively [13].

The cloud is approaching the edge as the massive network in a wider infrastructure [8] along with

the deployment of an increasing number of datacentres and multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) is being

constructed by the leading providers [14], in particular, using the smaller versions of geo-distributed

VM-based cloud platforms — cloudlets that are much closer to end-user applications, enabling reduced

latency. Experiments show that the use of cloudlets decreases response time by 51% and reduces energy

consumption by up to 42% in a mobile device compared to cloud [15]. By leveraging low-latency offload,

cloudlets enable a new class of real-time cognitive assistive applications on mobile cloud convergence [16]

by massive virtualisation with VMs managed by using hypervisors servers [15]. The start-up costs of

enterprises, particularly emerging ones, on the cloud are quite small for starting a rapid worldwide

business from scratch, which makes this platform very appealing along with the advanced abilities of 1)

automatic detection of compromised accounts, malware, data breaches, and malicious insiders [17], and

2) reducing the risk of data loss using redundancy [17], archiving, VM backups at multiple locations.

Cloud networking uses 1) Software-Defined Network (SDN) [18] enabling the configuration of the

datacenter at a high level with much less human intervention and allocation of VMs, virtual networking,

and virtual storage to a new tenant with specified service level guarantees, and 2) specialised cloud

operating systems (e.g., OpenFlow, OpenStack) to manage server, storage, and networking resources to

support multiple applications from third parties. Edge (or fog) or most recent popular platform, so-called

MEC is an emergent architecture for computing, storage, control, and networking that distributes these

services closer to end-users [11] to enable a more independent processing and organisation, particularly

for applications requiring real-time decision making, low-latency, ultra-low-latency, high privacy, and

security. The segmentation of what tasks go to the fog/edge and what tasks go to the back-end cloud is

application-specific and can change dynamically based upon the state of the network, including processor

loads, link bandwidths, storage capacities, fault events, and security threats [19]. One of the primary
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problems in cloud computing today is how to manage sensitive workloads running on the cloud [20].

Service providers are trying to assure their customers about this issue using various approaches and

policies involving their users with Shared Responsibility Model (SRM) generally promoted by Amazon

Web Services (AWS) and Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) on the cloud and edge/fog platforms.

The number of connected things will exceed 7 trillion by 2025 which makes 1000 devices per

person and an estimated value of 36 trillion of dollars [21]. The emergence of Intenet of Things (IoT)

has led to increasing data volumes [22]. IoT with resource constraint characteristics is composed of

physical objects embedded with electronics, software, and sensors, which allows objects to be sensed

and controlled remotely across the existing network infrastructure, facilitates direct integration between

the physical world and computer communication networks, and significantly contributes to enhanced

efficiency, accuracy, and economic benefits [23]. With IoT, physical objects are seamlessly integrated

globally so that the physical objects can interact with each other and to cyber-agents in order to achieve

mission-critical objectives [24]. IoT envisions a future in which digital and physical entities can be linked

through appropriate information and communication technologies.

The emerging smart domain structure, rising over the above-mentioned infrastructure, enables the classi-

fication of data regarding their subject fields and eases the management, processing and exploitation of BD

in these particular domains. Some of the main smart domains are smart city, smart home, smart building,

smart transportation, smart health, smart industry, smart factory, smart shopping and manufacturing, smart

logistics and retail, smart energy and smart grid, and smart agriculture. The connected IoT devices or

mechatronics devices in these smart domains not only talk to each other within their smart domains, but

also they can talk to other devices in the other smart domains as well, e.g., security, fire or gas alarm using

intelligent sensors in the smart home domain may trigger an action for police or fire department in the

smart city domain [8]. There are no strict boundaries between these smart domains; some of the outputs

of the smart devices may input for other smart devices within both their domains and other domains

in which the smart city is in the centre to indicate people-focused cyber-physical understanding, since

more than 60% of the population will be living in an urban environment by 2030 [25] and the global

population is expected to double by 2050 [26]. Cities with heavy populations escalate burden on energy,

water, buildings, public places, transportation and many other things [25]. Interested readers are referred

to the study [17] for more detailed information about the transformation of the cities into smart cities and

for more information about the smart domains with many examples. Recent advances in Cyber-Physical

Domains (CPD) and smart vision-based platforms [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] which physical

objects around us become an irrevocable part of the global information system and BD have created the

chance to develop an open architecture with effective sharing and intelligent services [2].
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The proliferation of devices with communicating-actuating capabilities is bringing closer the vision

of an IoT, where the sensing and actuation functions seamlessly blend into the background and new

capabilities are made possible through the access of rich new information sources [34] within smart

domains. A voluminous data is created in these domains. Still, there are serious restrictions in sharing

of data between these domains regarding privacy and security concerns where data can be reached from

anywhere anytime with worldwide distributed computing environments, and sharing of data between

these domains within an effective and efficient infrastructure addressing cyberattacks is required, which

would make our life functional and easier in many aspects. In this regard, one of the recent prominent

trends is to integrate all smart domains in a combined architecture of the cloud platform [35] and a

revolutionary networking model called Information-Centric Networking has recently attracted the attention

of the research community working on data dissemination in various smart domains [36]. Similar data-

sharing attempts between the smart domains will increase in the following years where privacy and

security concerns are addressed well. For instance, blockchain technologies are promising to provide

users with decentralised security and privacy-preserving capabilities while using and sharing their data

with ML applications [37].

The need to develop Digital Twins (DTs) is increasing the amount of data significantly [38], [39],

[40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. DTs was first verbalised by Michael Grieves in 2002 during a conference

at Michigan University. The industrial concept of DTs attributed to NASA (2012) was constructed to

integrate ultra-high fidelity simulation with the vehicle’s on-board integrated vehicle health management

system, maintenance history and all available historical and fleet data to mirror the life of its flying twin

and enable unprecedented levels of safety and reliability [46]. DTs, with the main components i) a physical

entity, ii) a virtual representation entity of that entity, and iii) bidirectional near-real-time data streaming

between these two entities, have changed the way of procedures in each discipline. The once-in-a-lifetime

pandemic has forced many to rely on digital technology as the only way to communicate, collaborate,

learn and sustain our lives [47]. In the same manner, with decreasing contact with the real physical

world and people, the recent pandemic has confirmed the importance of location and time-independent

DTs (i.e., digital replicas) of cities and their enabled remote services that can provide everybody with

equity and accessibility, in particular, senior citizens and disabled residents by democratising all types of

services leading to increased QoL with societal flourishing. The pressure is growing on city governments

to leverage every opportunity to improve QoL for inhabitants [48] due to the ever-growing demands of

citizens, economic concerns, and imminent environmental risks. In this manner, to alleviate the problems

of rapid urbanisation and improve the liveability of citizens, there are many concerns to be taken into

account in urban development and efficient urban management with effective public services. In a broader
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inclusive definition, SC can be defined as an opportunistic concept that enhances harmony between

the lives and the environment around those lives perpetually in a city by harnessing smart technology

enabling a comfortable and convenient living ecosystem paving the way towards smarter countries and a

smarter planet [17]. SCs are being implemented to combine governors, organisations, institutions, citizens,

environment, and emerging technologies in a highly synergistic synchronised ecosystem to increase QoL

and enable a more sustainable future for urban life with increasing natural resource constraints [17].

Considering another emerging infrastructure, the metaverse [17], as a potential to produce voluminous

BD, can be defined as “democratised, decentralised, user-driven virtual and augmented immersive 3D

spaces where two worlds — virtual and physical existence — can be more tangibly connected and people

who are not in the same physical space can come together with their avatars to feel many different types

of experiences”. The metaverse — a blended harmonised virtual and physical existence — aiming at

developing high-fidelity virtual worlds as rich as the real world, is still in its infancy, requiring a great

deal of evolution. First and foremost, open-source metaverse development platforms are in high demand

and they are expected to expedite the development of many undiscovered metaverse experiences. Truly

persistent and immersive computing, at scale and accessible by billions of humans in real time, will require

a 1000 times increase in computational efficiency from todays state of the art [47] where a standard kind

of Moore’s law curve is only going to get us to about 10 times growth over the next five years based on

hardware improvement and high computation requirement can be alleviated by energy-efficient computing,

better algorithms, better architectures as stated by Intel to balance 1000 times improvement [49]; an

example of which is Ethereum’s “transition to a mechanism known as proof of stake” to reduce their

energy use around 99% with energy-efficient computing and processing. Limited by resources, computing

power with edge intelligence, and sensory devices, the metaverse is still far from realising its vision of

thorough immersion, materialisation, and interoperability [50].

III. BD ANALYTICS

Data analytic tools (e.g. ChatGPT, Gemini) are evolving rapidly to harvest BD volumes. Deriving

meaningful insights from voluminous geo-distributed data of all kinds as a strategic asset is fuelling

innovation, facilitating e-commerce and revolutionising the industry and businesses in the transition from

digital to the intelligent way of doing business. The era of BD has attracted much attention and accelerated

the use of BD analytics and new advanced analytical tools and techniques are on the rise to support

innovation, promote productivity, improve efficiency, and manage the intelligent autonomous traffic on

the global network, cloud platforms, and smart domains. Analytics is the science of using data to build

models that lead to better decisions that in turn add value to individuals, companies, and institutions [51].
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Cloud analytics enables businesses to carry out analytics through an integration of hosted data warehouses,

BI, and other analytics [6]. Most recent data analytic tools designed to work on the cloud platforms

are analysed in [52]. The orchestration of resources and network traffic across geo-distributed nodes

are provided using specialised interfaces such as OpenStack and OpenFlow enabling SDN controller

to manage distributed nodes effectively and efficiently. The evolution of SDN allows for a logically

centralised but physically distributed control plane by eliminating vendor dependency and compatibility

issues between different networking devices [53]. More and more sensors and devices [54], [55], [56]

are being interconnected via IoT techniques, and these sensors and devices generate massive data and

demand further processing, providing intelligence to both service providers and users [57].

The leading cloud service providers employ various BD analytics infrastructures along with their

software to process large volumes of data such as Big Query as Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) by

Google, No-SQL, BigInsights by IBM, Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark enabling interactive SQL on

Hadoop, Hive built based on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) with a master-slave (i.e,

JobTracker-TaskTrackers) architecture enabling ad hoc query processing, and Elastic MapReduce by

Amazon. Regarding the BD programming language tools, Pig is used by Yahoo; Hive with SQL-like

language called HiveQL is used by Facebook; Jagl with the ability of processing structured and non-

traditional data is used by IBM. The components of the most commonly used BD analytics infrastructure,

Hadoop in a broader perspective are 1) high-level languages (i.e., Pig (execution framework), Cascading,

Hive (data warehouse)), 2) execution engine (i.e., MapReduce) where the map process distributes the

processes independently from each other in parallelisation and the reduce process combines the results

obtained from the independent map tasks, 3) distributed light-weight database (i.e., HBase), 4) distributed

file system (i.e., HDFS) and 5) centralised tool for coordination (i.e., Zookeeper). Hadoop has no support

for hyperscale geo-distributed data processing [58] even though it has a Java-based software framework for

distributed processing of large datasets across large clusters of computers/racks with limitless concurrent

tasks. Hadoop has no support for hyperscale geo-distributed data processing [58] even though it has

a Java-based software framework for distributed processing of large datasets across large clusters of

computers/racks with limitless concurrent tasks. Therefore, BD is collected from geo-distributed data

centres and locally stored in HDFS to be processed by MapReduce software computing, which makes it

highly difficult to gain timely insights, more importantly it gets more difficult to store BD locally as the

data volume grows exponentially regarding the restricted computing abilities, hardware limitations such

as processing power, network bandwidth, storage limitations, and high-latency. The bandwidth availability

between different data centres significantly varies over time which usually is the bottleneck of such an

evaluation [59], particularly for low-latency requirements (e.g., intelligent transportation systems). Raw
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BD stored in no-SQL database are messily scattered and can’t be used directly for two reasons [26]:

first of all, for most of them, data cannot be interpreted by the model itself, and additional features

have to be handled in the application logic [26]. Secondly, the overwhelming majority of BD are few of

value while only a drop in the bucket is valuable [60]. Unlike Hadoop using a new file system HDFS,

Dryad is based on the daily-used and mature New Technology File System, which is much easier to

use for developers [61]. In contrast to Hadoop’s two-stage disk-based MapReduce paradigm, Spark’s

multi-stage in-memory primitives provide performance up to 100 times faster for certain applications

with interactive data exploration [58]. Some of the other BD analytics projects established to solve the

different problems are Ambari (cluster management), Avro (data serialisation), Cassandra (multi-master

database), Chukwa (data collection), Hbase (distributed database), MaHout (Machine Learning (ML) and

Data Mining (DM)), Tez (data-flow programming framework intended to replace MapReduce), Cloudera

Hortonworks, Microsoft (HDInsight), MapR, Map Altiscale, Factor in Apache storm (stream processing)

and Kafta.

Regarding the approaches mentioned above, the dominant approach is to collect all the data across the

world to a central datacenter location and to process using data-parallel applications or data analytics,

which is neither efficient nor practical as the volume of data grows exponentially [62], [63]. Several

particular approaches in various studies have recently been presented in order to process exponentially

increasing very big geo-distributed data efficiently and effectively by pinpointing different aspects of

the problem space, in particular, privacy and resource availability — e.g., storage, computation and

networking. Jimenez-Peris et al. [64] proposed a new transactional highly distributed cloud platform,

CumuloNimbo in which each component can be scaled independently. Xiang et al. [65] designed a frame-

work titled Unicorn for multi-domain, geo-distributed data analytics to manage a large set of distributively

owned heterogeneous resources, with the fundamental objective of efficient resource utilisation, following

the autonomy and privacy of resource owners by providing accurate resource availability information.

Zhou et al. [13] introduced the special privacy requirements in geo-distributed data centres and formulate

the geo-distributed process mapping problem as an optimisation problem with multiple constraints. Hu et

al. [62] proposed an approach titled Flutter in which a new task scheduling algorithm aims to reduce both

the completion times and the network costs of BD processing jobs across geographically distributed data

centres by focusing on how tasks may be scheduled closer to the data across geo-distributed data centres.

Zhao et al. [63] studied how to optimise geo-distributed data analytics with coordinated task scheduling

and routing. Luo et al. [66] proposed a deep learning-based framework for scaling of the geo-distributed

virtual network function chains, exploring the inherent pattern of traffic variation and good deployment

strategies over time.
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Sending the entire datasets across the extreme ends is unrealistic and the approaches that collect

data and perform computational processing near the data source present a more practical and realistic

alternative [67] due to large volumes of data leading to bandwidth limitations. Analysing data at the

early stages of infrastructure pipeline presents additional benefits of data and communication security in

the overall system, owing to the fact that raw data is now processed closer to the data source, and only

processed data is sent further [67]. More explicitly, data analytics can be used on fog/edge platforms

for processing large volumes of multi-modal and heterogeneous data from various sensor devices and

other Internet of Things (IoT) devices to achieve real-time and fast processing for decision making [68]

where the processing power with increasing storage units is getting bigger locally. In other words, local

advanced Hybrid Cloud-Edge Analytics (HCEA) should enable performing local analytics, identifying

usable information from raw data, extracting insights in abstract forms and finally transmitting the result

to the cloud platform for the use of any global entities and/or for the further exploitation of other AIA

on the cloud platform. In this direction, Federated Learning (FL), introduced by Google, has gained

prominence as an effective solution for addressing data silos, enabling collaboration among multiple

parties without sharing their data [69]. In FL, each entity trains its own data locally, and only the locally

generated model itself is sent to the central server to aggregate all the models to form the final model

for each entity to utilise. Collaborative Learning (CL) and FL have been used interchangeability in

the literature to train global models using swarm AI. The concepts and applications of FL is analysed

in [70]. With the increasing need for collaborative work, as well as the increasing concern in data privacy,

the Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) has become much more common [71] regarding its successful

application with Deep Neural Network (DNN) models established on Big Data (BD) with some of these

instances of success being reached on imperfect conditions. CDL models enable parties to locally train

their deep learning structures and only share a subset of the parameters in the attempt to keep their

respective training sets private [72]. The CDL framework allows local devices to cooperate on training

models without sharing private data, which resolves .the contradiction of the availability and privacy of

data [73]. From a technical standpoint, DL can be performed in a collaborative manner, where a parameter

server is required to maintain the latest parameters available to all parties [74]. Data, particularly BD,

is distributed among multiple entities due to changing distributed architecture (e.g. cloud, metaverse),

its strategic value, data privacy and security, which necessitates CL – with distributed multiple entities.

In CL, a learning model is constructed using multiple distributed data points, possibly by exploiting

whole data, either belonging to a single user, multiple users, a single platform, or multiple platforms

to extract common features or patterns by preserving data privacy. Although local data is not directly

shared with FL, models trained on this data may also be spied on by malicious adversaries, semi-honest
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parties, or honest but curious parties, when local models are aggregated into a centre. Moreover, under

the circumstance of knowing the local model, spies may adopt some attacks to restore the original data,

which indirectly leads to information leakage [75].

PPML or more specifically, Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning (PPDL) schemes have been developed

and employed to further preserve sensible data and privacy while performing FL/CL. Multiple distributed

encrypted data points can be uploaded by their owners to a central server, collected by the platform, or

processed data models using specific agreed-upon transparent DL training models, which are then later

aggregated to establish the global model without sharing the data itself. The Homomorphic Encryption

(HE) scheme allows data to be processed without needing to decrypt it. HE enables multiple entities to

perform complex queries and computations on encrypted data without compromising the privacy of data

and its encryption. The processed result still may remain in encrypted form for the owner of the data

to decrypt it using the private key for visualisation. Concretely speaking, sensitive data can be shared

and computed without the need to decrypt, but with a large computational overhead. The ciphertext

operation’s computational complexity is much higher than that of the plaintext operation’s, both in terms

of memory consumption and processing time [76]. There are three types of HE, namely: partially HE,

somewhat HE, and fully HE. Fully HE produces the largest computational overhead compared to the

other two HEs, while having infinite addition and multiplication operations on ciphertexts. Fully HE is

being employed by many giant companies such as Microsoft to compute sensitive data in the public

domain despite its computational overhead and complexity. Most importantly, it allows to training of

homomorphic-based encryption structures to build larger learning models, namely CDL models, using

SAI. HEs goal is to prevent recovery of the original data in order to protect the data from unauthorised

access and users privacy. ML-as-a-Service (MLaaS) techniques using the processing of encrypted data

with HE-like approaches will be focused on in the future, particularly, for applications which need a

high level of privacy-preserving requirements on data that is stored in public domains and need to be

computed by multiple entities. Another privacy preservation technique, which has captured a wide range

of attention, is differential privacy which was developed in [77], by which noise is added to the data to

secure the data from attacks. However, the more noise added to the data to provide further security and

privacy, the less the model accuracy is obtained. SEALion, CryptoNet [78], and CryptoDL are the early

implementation examples (trained networks) of the PPDL scheme via encrypted outputs using HE. A

PPDL system in which many learning participants perform NN-based DL over a combined dataset of all,

without revealing the participants’ local data to a central server is presented in [79] using asynchronous

stochastic gradient descent, in combination with HE. An FL-enabled network data analytics function

architecture with partial HE to secure ML model sharing with privacy-preserving mechanisms is proposed
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in [80]. A full HE scheme to the standard DNN, ResNet-20, is applied in [81] to implement PPML. A

universal multi-modal vertical FL framework is proposed in [69] to effectively acquire cross-domain

semantic features on homomorphic-encrypted data. FL mechanism is introduced into the deep learning

of medical models in Internet of Things (IoT)-based healthcare system in [75] in which cryptographic

primitives, including masks and HE, are applied for further protecting local models, so as to prevent the

adversary from inferring private medical data by various attacks such as model reconstruction attack or

model inversion attack or model inference attacks.

IV. CHALLENGES AND PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

The emerging BD pose new challenges, some of which cannot be adequately addressed by existing

infrastructure, data analytics, state-of-the-art cyber-security solutions, cloud and host computing models

alone, which exacerbates the current situation with respect to exponentially increasing voluminous BD.

The major challenges are summarised as follows.

A. Sanitisation of BD and Cybersecurity Risks

Sanitisation, e.g., anonymisation/de-identification, and cybersecurity measures to prevent breaches of

sensitive information allow the sharing of data for secondary purposes, such as research, the establishment

of decision-making tools, extraction of other meaningful information that can be an input to other systems.

Sharing of data should protect individual privacy via sanitisation, but still ensures that the data is of

sufficient quality that the analytics are useful and meaningful [82]. Large amounts of data stored on the

cloud are very sensitive, and so data privacy remains one of the top concerns for many reasons; mainly

those relating to legal or competition issues [83]. In a Gallup poll, 27% of respondents said they or

someone within their household had credit card information stolen [84]. 1 billion user accounts in Yahoo

were compromised in 2013 [85]; hackers attacked on Apple’s iCloud platform that resulted in the release

of the personal photographs of many high profile figures in 2014 [86]. LinkedIn, Sony, Oracle, T-Mobile,

Dropbox and many others were also attacked similarly by hackers. In 2020, more than 70% of enterprises

continuously monitors for sensitive data incidents [87]. In this sense, the BD analytics technologies are

instrumental for organisations to improve their capabilities in discovering potential threats, detecting

actual threats, gathering intelligence about attacks, and deploying a comprehensive response to minimise

the business impacts of cyberattacks [88] such as theft of credit card data and trade secrets. In this

perspective, privacy-preserving data analysis is an emerging discipline within data science, which posts

several challenges currently being simultaneously tackled from several areas such as hardware, systems

security, cryptography, statistics, and ML [89]. Several privacy-enhancing techniques evolved in the last
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decade have different trade-offs, maturity levels, and privacy guarantees, and in some cases solve slightly

different problems [89]. In 2020, large global enterprise use of data masking or similar pseudonymisation

techniques increases to 40%, from 10% in 2016 [87].

There have been various cases in which the personal identities of the owners of the sensitive data

have been unveiled on the sanitised datasets placed in the public domain for several reasons such

as research [90]. For instance, when the state of Massachusetts released sanitised medical records

summarising every state employee’s hospital record in the mid-1990s, the Governor gave a public

assurance that it had been anonymised by removing all identifying information such as name, address, and

social security number and he was surprised to receive his health records (which included diagnoses and

prescriptions) in the mail [90]. 50% of the Americans can be identified from city, birth date, and sex; 85%

can be identified if you include the zip code as well [90]. You will probably be left with nothing useful if

you do remove all possible identification information from a database [90]. Sanitisation of the data is not

an easy process and it requires data scientists expertised particularly in sanitisation to address the privacy

and security concerns to mitigate the possible risks. Security is ”confidentiality, integrity and availability“

of data whereas privacy is the appropriate use of user’s information [7]. A study by Skyhigh Networks, a

cybersecurity firm, found that 18.1% of all documents uploaded to cloud-linked systems contain sensitive

data [91]. Zhang et al. demonstrated that 20% of the big image data was found sensitive and maintained

on the edge platform whereas 80% was found non-sensitive and encrypted, then, subsampled and stored

on the cloud platform [92]. Another research estimates that 90% of the data generated by the endpoints

will be stored and processed locally rather than processed on the cloud [93] where sending all the data

to the cloud requires prohibitively high network bandwidth [11]. New studies that aim to sanitise data

at its source before sending to cloud platforms are emerging such as [94] in which a privacy-preserving

smart home system connects a single home controller with data-hiding capabilities through community

networking and integrates the data to a hierarchical architecture on a cloud platform for a data analytical

access control mechanism. Sanitisation starts on the edge platform. However, quite an important amount

of raw sensitive data is placed on the cloud platforms even though most of the sensitive data can be

processed, maintained or deleted on edge platforms. In this respect, sensitive data, in particular, private

data on the cloud platforms such as sensitive personal data, medical data, credit card information and

transactions should be managed carefully regarding the privacy and security aspects. What happens if

a smartphone operating as an edge platform is hacked by a cyber attacker; cameras that are meant for

surveillance may turn into cameras that are violating our privacy [8]. Anonymisation is more than simply

masking or generalising certain fields – anonymised datasets need to be carefully analysed to determine

whether they are vulnerable to attacks [7].
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Cryptographic schemes and practical systems analysed in a recent study by Moghadam et al. [83]

which enable the execution of queries over encrypted data (e.g., homomorphic encryption, property-

preserving encryption) without decryption using analytics are both non-trivial and costly in terms of

analytic processing difficulties. Hence, new sanitisation approaches are on the rise to protect the pri-

vacy and security in addition to conventional most commonly used sanitisation techniques such as k-

anonymity [95], privacy [96] and l-diversity [97]. Various new sanitisation approaches specific to BD

on the cloud and edge platforms have recently been extensively introduced in order to both mitigate

the shortcomings of existing ones and process specific types of BD effectively and efficiently such

as 1) LinkMirage to address the link privacy in the social media data [98], 2) HCMPSO in an IoT

Environment [99], 3) data-sanitisation for preventing sensitive information in social networks [100],

4) automatic unsupervised general-purpose sanitisation of textual documents by detecting and hiding

sensitive textual information while preserving its meaning [101], 5) collaborative search log sanitisation

toward differential privacy and boosted utility [102], 6) ant colony system sanitisation approach to hiding

sensitive item sets — ACS2DT [103], in order to hide sensitive and critical information by decreasing

sanitisation side effects [103], and enhancing the performance of the sanitisation process [103], and 7)

individual trajectory data sanitisation — Lclean, using a plausible replacement method [104]. In addition

to sanitisation, laws, and regulations should be amended to ensure the privacy and security wherever

breaches emerge, which is not within the scope of this study and not explored in this research in detail.

Cryptographic schemes and practical analytics which enable the execution of queries over encrypted data

without decryption will be immensely focused both in order to mitigate the security and privacy concerns

and in order to reduce the computation overhead caused by the encryption in the following years.

To summarise, the need for robust privacy-preserving data analysis technologies has been recognised

by both regulators and industry [89]. New effective privacy-protective techniques and mechanisms are

needed to retain privacy when analysing users’ data and these mechanisms should be active in AIA. The

moral is that if you do remove all possible identification information from a database, you will probably

be left with nothing useful [90]. It takes a long time to sanitise BD and BD may lose its meaning with the

side effects of the sanitisation process. A fully-fledged approach to privacy-preserving data analysis would

still require significant interdisciplinary effort, some of which have to do with issues such as effective

personal data management and consent [89]. Processing of BD at the data centre and transportation of

insights free-from private information helps provide reliability, security and privacy.
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B. Compromise of BD

The data stored on the cloud platform might be compromised. The studies conducted by ABCNews and

Boston Globe show that it is achievable to infer the sexual orientation of a user through mining a Facebook

subnetwork involving the user’s friendship relations, gender, and other attributes [105]. There are many

studies related to data security and privacy issues on the cloud platform to alleviate these similar concerns.

Encryption was found to be the most widely applied technique [106], [107] for protecting highly sensitive

data such as passwords, physical locations, sexual orientation, names, ID numbers, images, personal

files, bank transactions from unauthorised access by all entities, including service providers, which in

turn makes the third parties not able to reach and analyse most of the data on the cloud platforms. In

the metaverse worlds, owners of most of the generated data will be their users who have the data with

data sovereignty, and no central authority is required for transactions. Blockchain technologies, enabling

individual data ownership, are already being used by many applications to store, share and process the

information that is under the control of their individual owners using Web 3.0 and Web3. New effective

approaches need to be established to open this BD to everybody in order to unveil its potential and

economic value without compromising privacy and security concerns. One way is to incentivise owners

of data (e.g. financially) to share their experiences without compromising their privacy and security.

C. Unstructured formats of BD

Most of the BD is unstructured (e.g., text, speech, video) around 85-90%, which makes the analysis

and interpretation so difficult in gaining insights even though there are promising attempts to develop new

tools (e.g., text mining, web mining, image mining, Social Network Analysis (SNA)) that can analyse

unstructured BD. Large volumes of BD being generated exponentially in different formats are in the geo-

distributed cloud platforms and likely input for all other smart systems and enterprises as insights, which

will contribute to the smooth working of these systems and enterprises substantially. As the amount of BD

being processed on data centres in multiple cloud platforms increases, the network resource consumption

also increases and BD management across multiple data centres in multiple cloud platforms turns out

to be an important and challenging task [108]. Streaming of this exponentially increasing voluminous

data at once may choke the underlying current network infrastructure [108]. Recognising the growing

demand for ways to handle geo-distributed data cost-effectively, researchers have begun to focus on how

to efficiently analyse geo-distributed datasets [58]. However, many solutions address only how to store

data across data centres and few efforts have investigated how to effectively compute with it [58]. In cloud

platforms, 1) most of the time BD can not be reached because of privacy and security issues and effective

tools are being deployed to detect and respond faster to cyber threats, attacks, and breaches of data, 2)
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BD should be sanitised before published in the public domains to be explored and exploited for further

analysis — not to mention that sanitised data still carry high risks of leaking sensitive information,

and 3) processing a substantial amount of data within a very small time interval is a great challenge

for low-latency cloud applications [109] where analysis of BD through the geo-distributed data centres

incur huge communication cost, particularly where BD is needed to be collected from geo-distributed

data centres and stored locally to be processed using the current processing techniques such as Apache

Hadoop. Therefore, new approaches needed first to reduce privacy and security risks to a minimum, and

second to make the most out of BD regarding extracting thorough and up-to-date insights in a timely

manner. Several approaches have been proposed to find solutions to “no quality public domain to establish

a quality decision-making platform for a specific field” while “we are drowning in data, but starving for

knowledge”.

D. Constraints with Network Resources and Analytics

1) Resource-constrained devices: From the point of mobile computing and IoT, the devices’ limited

computational capacity and limited battery life span are major challenges [110] in the establishment

of smart applications. The highly geo-distributed IoT devices in smart city and smart transportation

applications are examples for these types of limitations. Traditional cloud computing architectures were

simply not designed with an IoT, characterised by extreme geographic distribution, heterogeneity and

dynamism in mind and a novel approach is required to meet the requirements of IoT including transversal

requirements (scalability, interoperability, flexibility, reliability, efficiency, availability, and security) as

well as Cloud-to-Thing (C2T)-specific computation, storage and communication needs [111]. Therefore,

the economical use of the scarce resources is vital and by offloading resource-intensive compute tasks

to more powerful nodes — such as servers in a datacenter or compute resources at the network edge

— the range of possible applications can be widened significantly [112]. In this sense, most of the

resource-hungry computing should be carried out in cloud centres to mitigate these limitations.

2) Insufficient tools for harvesting insights: Robust AIA tools that can acquire insights are needed along

with efficient resource orchestration, insight and content distribution enabling audits to ensure compliance.

These tools should embrace the text mining, web mining, speech mining, image/video mining abilities

and should be able to tackle the unstructured BD very well since most of the BD is in unstructured format,

enabling discovering intrinsic relationships [117], text clustering and categorisation, speech categorisa-

tion, concept/entity extraction, production of granular taxonomies, document summarisation, sentiment

analysis, and entity relation modelling.
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3) Lack of hybrid cloud-edge analytics at the edge/fog/MEC platform: Data is subject to attacks and

security breaches when stored on the cloud platform. Effective AIA at the edges producing insights to be

submitted to the cloud platform along with sanitised and filtered data rather than unprocessed raw data

is extremely crucial to reduce the workload burden on the cloud and network and to improve the overall

efficacy of the network architecture.

4) Networking, bandwidth and load balancing challenges: the orchestration and reallocation of com-

puting and networking resources between edge and cloud platforms can be managed effectively with the

rapid migration of insights rather than transforming BD without causing any overhead, which will both

reduce workload and facilitate distributed computing across edge/fog/MEC nodes with limited resource-

constrained environments.

5) Latency challenge: Processing time of several ready-to-use up-to-date insights is far more less

than processing BD and the application latency can be reduced significantly, particularly for low-latency

applications.

E. Diverse data centres

The management of cloud data centres scattered around the globe supported by cloudlets and large

network webs is extremely expensive. The main cloud service providers invested an amount of $383 billion

into their cloud infrastructures in 2020 [134]. In this regard, it is envisaged that leading competitive cloud

service providers such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft and IBM will need to merge their powers under

bigger joint ventures not only to reduce the current immense management costs and future investment

costs substantially, but also to increase the efficacy of their services in a fruitful and prosperous way

of exploiting many more data centres and much larger global networks, particularly, by maximising the

resource utilisation while mitigating the performance degradation. The aforementioned joint ventures can

expedite data sharing abilities resulting in both increased productivity through the booms of insights

gained from gigantic data, and effective way of doing business by intertwining smart platforms and

businesses, particularly conducted by leading companies, which will definitely make our life cheaper,

easier, and more intelligent.

F. Lack of Regulatory Framework

1) Concrete agreement difficulties among cloud service providers: Agreement between parties on many

issues is not easy and this process will effect how regulation and legislation will evolve.

2) Integration of smart domains: Main actors as decision-makers in smart domains avoid sharing their

data due to serious security and privacy concerns, which reduces the further integration of the smart
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domains even though the number of successful examples and attempts of combining these domains in

open data sharing platforms 1 is increasing.

3) Reluctance in data sharing: Data sharing between prominent leading companies that generate BD is

highly limited regarding privacy and security concerns, insufficient rules and regulations, and competitive

and commercial risks. Additionally, data owners do not volunteer to share their data particularly due to

the breaches of their privacy and security. Effective incentive mechanisms along with effective privacy

and security preserving tools should be developed and employed to encourage data sharing.

4) National/international rules and regulations: The legal challenges, in particular, about the privacy of

people using CPD have yet to be solved [113]. The responsibilities of cloud service providers against the

customers are not well defined within the national and international laws of electronic commerce. Moving

data from a country with more restricted data privacy regulations to a less restricted country can violate

the data privacy requirements and is hence prohibited [13]. Due to the multi-level and asymmetric data

privacy requirements, there can be many constraints on data movement between different data centres,

which complicates the geo-distributed process mapping problem [13].

5) Management of communication regarding emerging future networks: The studies on the management

of large volumes of BD traffic regarding emerging communication technologies (e.g., 5GB) are not

adequate to deploy these technologies effectively. A recent paper [114] discusses how to manage the E2E

traffic with recently emerging communication technologies effectively. More experimental studies and

more real-world examples are needed in this field to be able to deploy these communication technologies

in an efficient and effective fashion regarding very BD.

6) Energy consumption and optimisation concerns: Data centres cost hundreds of millions per year

and consume more than 61 billion kilowatt-hours, one-fifth percent of the country’s entire energy con-

sumption [26]. Amazon commits to 100% renewable energy on its cloud platforms and Apple, Facebook

and Google, three of Amazon’s peers and rivals, all have laid out road maps that explain how they

intend to achieve their goals of procuring 100% renewable energy on their platforms [115]. Advanced

optimisation and data analytics tools are needed to be built to increase the efficacy of these platforms for

environmental benefits and cost reduction; an attempt for which iSpot is developed to be able to guarantee

the performance of BD analytics running on cloud transient servers while reducing the job budget by up

to 83.8% in comparison to the state-of-the-art server provisioning strategies, yet with acceptable runtime

overhead [116]. Another attempt to run the BD analytics in geo-distributed data centres effectively can be

found in the study [59]. Furthermore, software-defined-network-based optimisation of BD management

1Interested readers are referred to the study [17] for real-world implementations of open data hubs (Table 1).
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across multi-cloud data centres was analysed in [108].

7) Lack of standards: Agreed-upon standards and protocols for effective policies and mechanisms are

necessary. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the ongoing e-privacy regulation effort

are significant steps in regulating the protection of sensitive information by placing obligations on data

controllers and data processors, as well as specifying user’s rights. However, no specific algorithms are

mentioned, and hence we are far from effective standardisation guidelines [89]. The complexity of secure

data analysis requires several kinds of standards, related not only to the different aspects of privacy-

preserving analytics, but also related issues like personal data management and consent [89].

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Cheap ubiquitous computing enables the collection of massive amounts of personal data in a wide

variety of domains [118]. The extreme explosion of BD imposes a heavy burden on computation, storage,

and communication resources in today’s infrastructure [61]. Cloud, with sufficient resources in large-scale

data centres, is widely regarded as an ideal platform for BD processing and how to explore these resources

has become the first concern in BD [61]. The management and processing of voluminous BD is still in

its infancy. What makes the processing of BD more difficult on the cloud platforms is that most of the

time BD can not be reached because of the privacy and security concerns and effective tools are being

deployed to detect and respond faster to cyberthreats and breaches of data. One of the recent popular

trends in order to make BD more valuable is to integrate all smart domains in a combined architecture

of the cloud platform [119] to create bigger synergies, which is not a trivial task and involves many

challenges.

Computational resources that are typically concentrated in cloud data centres are now approaching users

and edge resources based on user device requests using cloudlets and VMs equipped with advanced com-

munication technologies and AIA. This paves the way for both federating geographically distributed cloud

and fog/edge resources and the effective management of geo-distributed insights leading to decreased

latency, which enables the effective use of low-latency applications in addition to supporting delay-

tolerant applications. The increasing interdependencies between people, advanced intelligent devices,

and the infrastructure requires the orchestration, harmonisation and optimised use of these resources.

The exponential increase in the volume of data being created and analysed has triggered interest in

a new interdisciplinary form of scientific inquiry referred to as “data science” and “data analytics”

[120] which has given rise to a new profession: the data scientist with analytics skills [5] in order

to make the tremendous potential explicit, i.e., secrecy of life, in BD and exploit it as a profitable

business. Data science is a mix of skills in the areas of statistics, ML, math, programming, business,
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and IT [5]. AI/ML applications have proven successfully in many different fields with successful ap-

plications [121], [122], [123], [124], [125], [126], [127]. BD created on the cloud platform as Data-as-

a-Service (DaaS) can turn into Information-as-a-Service (InaaS); InaaS can turn into Knowledge-as-a-

Service (KaaS) using BD analytics, and finally, KaaS transforms into Wisdom-as-a-Service (WaaS) [128].

In other words, BD is turned into insights to be input to other systems or merged with other insights to gain

further insights. Insights are created both in the edge and cloud platforms. The WaaS standards and service

platforms are expected to be fine-tuned continuously as a core infrastructure for intelligence industry and

smart city to support the development of various intelligent IT applications and it is anticipated that this

will bring a huge economic value for intelligence IT industry by realising the pay-as-you-go concept [9].

More than 87% of organisations are classified as having low BI and analytics maturity, according to a

survey [129]. Another survey conducted by MIT found that organisations that “strongly agreed that the

use of business information and analytics differentiates them within their industry” were more likely to

be top performers and such organisations use analytics in a wide spectrum of decision making, both to

guide future strategies and for day-to-day operations [6]. The digital business future confronts individuals

and companies with almost unlimited possibilities to create business value through data and analytics

by deploying and running BD analytics on the cloud [87], over 60% of global enterprises adopts public

clouds for BD analytics [116]. It can be safely concluded that the way of doing business based on insights

that can be gained from the globally generated BD from multiple channels using BD analytics triggers a

new industrial revolution where bigger data increases the chance of representing the real world better and

consequently, extracting better insights for better decision making. The BD analytics with its decision

support capability, provide critical information such as historical reports, statistical analyses, time-series

comparison, forecasting business opportunities and executive summaries to managers and executives to

facilitate better decision making [130]. Furthermore, the BD analytics produce and deliver insights to

be used as an input into other systems or merged with other insights created locally for better working

IoT and AMS to make autonomous and dynamic real-time decisions [8], [17]. To become and remain

competitive, enterprises must seek to adopt advanced analytics, and adapt their business models, establish

specialist data science teams and rethink their overall strategies to keep pace with the competition [87].

The transformation of smart domains and platforms into smarter domains will foster the development of

the industry to make our life better and simpler.

In future mobile networks, such as 5G/6G, emerging smart services are expected to support billions of

smart devices with unique characteristics and traffic patterns [131] to facilitate the application of wireless

BD and to achieve a flexible and efficient communication, consequently, an excellent synergy using

the smart platforms and wiser domains. High-level topics concerning today’s production of goods and
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services include sustainability, flexibility, efficiency, and competitiveness [132]. In this manner, today‘s

rapid changing technological and business environment urges the companies to be agile in order to

adapt to upheaval market fluctuations, cope with unprecedented threats and most importantly thrive in

a competitive business environment, even during recessions by foreseeing and exploiting the emerging

business opportunities. The exponentially increasing volumes of data needs to turn into insights using

advanced data analytics, which, in turn, will lead to an aggregation of wisdom to optimise all processes

to ensure higher quality services and goods are manufactured at a lower cost with high quality. More

explicitly, transforming the business and products into more intelligent, more autonomous services and

products with increased customisable functionalities will be possible to maintain a competitive edge by

meeting the market dynamics. Moreover, insights obtained from the high quality BD will bring huge

economic value for the wiser IT industry based on the instant pay-as-you-go services. These insights

will provide a wiser environment and particularly, this will be the core architecture of Industry 5.0 in

the coming age of CPSSs. To prevent chaos in the hyper-connected world, businesses need to make

every effort to reduce the complexity of connected systems, enhance the security and standardisation

of applications, and guarantee the safety and privacy of users anytime, anywhere, on any device [133].

By focusing on user interaction and configurability, lifetime optimisation, intelligent analysis of BD,

location independent monitoring and control, data security and reduced system complexity using effective

management of gained insights, the way of doing business unsustainably and more intelligently will be

realised with Industry 5.0.
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